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I  BASIC DATA 
  

A  Report data 
 

Report date Date of report: NOVEMBER 2015 

Mission date (if field mission) From: 19th  Aug, 2015 To: 3rd Sept, 2015 

 

B  Responsible Bank staff 
 

Positions At approval At completion 

Regional Director Mr. E.G. Taylor-Lewis/ Mr. J. Litse Mr. Abdellatif Bernoussi 

Country Manager Mr. A. Jeng Mrs. Marie-Laure Akin-Olugbade 

Sector Director Mr. R. Rakotobe / Mr. G. Mbesherebusa Mr. Amadou Oumarou 

Sector Manager Mr. H. Kamoun / Mr A. Kies Mr. Jean Kizito Kabanguka 

Task Manager Mr. J.K. Nyasulu/ Ms. Lydie Ehouman Ms. Mam Tut Wadda 

Alternate Task Manager Mr. R. Sherman / Mr. M. Kane Mrs. Sheila Enyonam Akyea 

PCR Team Leader  Mrs. Sheila Enyonam Akyea  

PCR Team Members  Mr. Peter Ofori-Asumadu (Consultant) 

  Ms. Mam Tut Wadda 

 

C  Project data 
 

Project name: Fufulso – Sawla Road Project 

Project code: P-GH-DB0-016 Instrument number(s): 2100155019117 

Project type: Investment Sector: Transport 

Country: Ghana Environmental categorization (1-3):II 

Processing milestones – Bank approved 

financing only (add/delete rows depending 

on the number of financing sources) 

Key Events (Bank approved financing 

only) 

Disbursement and closing dates (Bank 

approved financing only) 

Financing source/ instrument1: ADF 

Loan 

Financing source/ instrument1: ADF 

Loan 

Financing source/ instrument1: ADF 

Loan 

Date approved: 24 November, 2010 Cancelled amounts: TBD Original disbursement deadline: 31st 

December, 2015 

Date signed: 2nd December, 2010 Supplementary financing: N/A Original closing date: 31st December, 

2015 

Date of entry into force: 2nd December, 

2010 

Restructurig (specify date & amount 

involved): N/A 

Revised (if applicable) disbursement 

deadline:30th June, 2017 

PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT  
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Date effective for 1st disbursement: 6th 

March, 2011 

Extensions (specify dates):from 31st 

December, 2015 to 29th December, 2016 

Revised (if applicable) closing date:29th 

December, 2016 

Date of actual 1st disbursement:23rd 

November, 2011 

  

Financing source/instrument (add/delete 

rows depending on the number of financing 

sources): 

Disbursed amount 

(amount, UA): 

Percentage 

disbursed (%):  

Undisbursed 

amount (UA): 

Percentage 

undisbursed (%):  

Financing source/ instrument1: AFD Loan 80,784,631.23 73.6 28,935,368.77 26.4 

Government: 1,117,149.52 43.9 1,430,060.63 56.1 

TOTAL 81,901,780.75 73.0 30,365,429.40 27.0 

Financing source/instrument (add/delete 

rows depending on the number of financing 

sources): 

Committed amount 

(UA): 

Percentage 

committed (%):  

Uncommitted 

amount (UA): 

Percentage 

uncommitted (%):  

Financing source/ instrument1: ADF Loan 109,720,000.00 100 0 0 

Government:     2,547,210.15 100 0 0 

TOTAL 112,267,210.15 100 0 0 

Co-financiers and other external partners: N/A 

Executing and implementing agency (ies): Ministry of Roads and Highways; Ghana Highway Authority 

 

D  Management review and comments 
 

Report reviewed by Name Date reviewed Comments 

Country Manager Mrs. Marie-Laure Akin-

Olugbade 

  

Sector Manager Mr. Jean Kizito Kabanguka   

Regional Director (as chair of Country 

Team) 
Mr. Abdellatif Bernoussi   

Sector Director Mr. Amadou Oumarou   

 

 II  Project performance assessment 
  

A  Relevance 
 

1. Relevance of project development objective 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment (max 250 words) 

4 Ghana  has developed the Growth and Poverty Reduction Strategy (GPRS II, 2006 – 2009),which anchored on three pillars: i) Private Sector 

Competiveness; ii) Human Resource Development; and iii) Good Governance.  As in the GPRS II, the importance of transport infrastructure is highlighted 

as an enabler for economic growth and poverty reduction. The Poverty Reduction Strategy (GPRS II) expired at the end of 2009, and has been replaced 

by the Ghana Shared Growth and Development Agenda , (GSGDA I, 2010-2013 and GSDGDA II, 2014- 2017). The strategic vision of the GSGDA II   

is to reduce poverty while achieving the Millennium Development goals within the context of the country’s long-term policy objective of achieving 
middle-income status by 2020 and becoming a leading agro-industrial country.  

 

The Bank prioritises transport infrastructure as a critical means to achieving sustainable economic growth and to reduce poverty. Transport forms a key 
focus area in the Bank’s ten Year Strategy 2013-2022 whose five core operational priorities are: infrastructure development, regional integration, private 

sector development, governance & accountability, and skills and technology.  The overall thrust of the proposed Fufulso-Sawla road project was to 

support the improvement of the investment environment through transport infrastructure development.  It was intended to contribute to CSP transport 
objectives of improving trade corridors and accessibility to markets.  

The project road is located along a transit corridor linking landlocked countries (Burkina Faso, Mali and Niger) in the north to the 

coastal Tema Port in Ghana and providing access for improved trade between Ghana and its northern neighbours. Inorder to address 

key developmental challenges faced in Project Area (PA) in the northern part of Ghana, additional interventions aside the main road 

corridor works included access roads, hospitals, schools, markets, water supply, etc. which generates positive  benefits to all aspects of 

human development.   

* For all ratings in the PCR use the following scale:  4 (Highly satisfactory), 3 (Satisfactory), 2 (Unsatisfactory), 1 (Highly unsatisfactory) 
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2. Relevance of project design 

 

Rating* Narrative assessment (max 250 words) 

4 The Feasibility Study and Detailed Engineering Design considered for the Fufulso-Sawla road took into account local 

generated and diverted traffic that will result from the improvement in the road surface condition as suggested by the 

Origin-Destination (OD) surveys carried out. The project road is in a rural setting and in terms of implementation, was 

sub-divided into two lots: Lot 1 (Fufulso-Larabanga, km 0+000 to 80+000) and Lot 2 (Larabanga-Sawla, km 80+000 to 

147+500). The design comprised construction to Double Bituminous Surface Treatment (DBST) standard of a 7.3m two 

way one lane single carriageway plus 2.5m shoulders on each side of the carriageway.  

 

The design road pavement consisted of 200 mm natural gravel sub-base, 200 mm mechanically stabilized base and a 

wearing course of double bituminous surface treatment (DBST). The existing flooding problems, primarily due to 

inadequate or non-existent road drainage structures, was mitigated by the provision of roadside earth drains, lined drains 

and cross drainage structures (culverts). Even though there were no facilities regarding the development of ICT 

infrastructure and water service lines in the project area, provision was made in the project design for installation of 

protective/service ducts (transverse) for utility services at the settlement areas along the road. This was to mitigate against 

future road cuttings for installation of services. 

 

The project also sought to provide integrated solutions to rural development, through ancillary works including the 

construction/rehabilitation of key socioeconomic infrastructure, such as educational and health institutions, markets and 

lorry parks, water supply through construction of a water treatment plant, provision of boreholes, and rain water harvesting, 

women’s agro-processing centres, grain storage centres, tourism facilities, etc to address the challenges in the Project Area 

such as post havest losses, poor health and educational facilities. 

 
3. Lessons learned related to relevance  (Continue from here) 

 

Key issues  
(max 5, add rows as needed) 

Lessons learned Target audience 

1. Presence of National 

Development strategy 

Document 

The timely availability of the Ghana Poverty Reduction I & II and GSGDA  

allowed the Bank to align the project to the government’s development agenda. 

GoG, Bank 

2. Updated Road Design The Feasibility and detailed design studies of the road were completed in 2003. 

An updated design was carried out in 2010 to ensure that current knowledge in 

engineering, changes along the alignment and economic rates were considered 

during the assessment prior to project appraisal.  

GoG, Bank, GHA 

3. Inclusion of social 

infrastructure 

Intergration of social development features in the project catchment area 

bringing together different development sectors through consultations under 

one project is very innovative. Again the rigorous consultations with the 

communities in the PA to ensure that prioritized needs of the people are 

implemented was commendable. This engendered ownership and sustainability. 

GoG, GHA, PCU 

4. Right of Way 

 

The clearing of both authorised and unauthorised structures within the Right of 

Way (ROW) tends to be cumbersome and protracted.  On this project, payment 

of compensation prior to the commencement of the works was a condition 

precedent to first disbursement. This assisted in averting delays due to removal 

of both authorized and unauthorized structures from the ROW to pave way for 

the works to kickoff in a timely manner. GoG should endeavour to enforce its 

building regulations and promptly assess and pay all due compensations so as 

to legally secure/acquire the ROW. GOG may also acquire ROWs ahead  or 

during project preparation.  

GoG,GHA 
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B  Effectiveness 
 

1. Progress towards the project’s development objective (project purpose) 
 

Comments 

Provide a brief description of the Project (components) and the context in which it was designed and implemented. State the project 

development objective (usually the project purpose as set out in the RLF) and assess progress. Unanticipated outcomes should also be 

accounted for, as well as specific reference of gender equality in the project. The consistency of the assumptions that link the different 

levels of the results chain in the RLFshould also be considered.  Indicative max length: 400 words. 

The importance of transport infrastructure is highlighted in Ghana’s GPRS II (2006 -2009) as an enabler for economic growth and poverty 

reduction. The document also identified enhancing the efficiency and accessibility of national markets which is dependent on transport infrastructure 

as a policy. As a follow up, Government is now implementing a Ghana Shared Growth and Development Agenda (GSGDA) which aims 

at an integrated, efficient cost effective and sustainable transportation system.  

 

Project Purpose is to enhance accessibility along the Fufulso-Sawla Road and improve livelihoods in the PA. 

 

The estimated project cost, exclusive of taxes and duties, was UA 110.58 million. The project was financed by ADF Grant of  UA 109.72 

million and the GoG’s counterpart funds of UA 0.89 million which essentially consisted of compensation and resettlement of PAPs and 

project coordination related costs. 

 

Bidding Documents, Bid Evaluation Report, and Contract Documents were prepared and used at the appropriate stages of contractor 

selection process. The design of the 147.5 km long Fufulso-Sawla Road proposed 200 mm natural gravel sub-base, 200 mm mechanically 

stabilized base, DBST standard of a 7.3m two way single carriageway with 2.5m shoulders on each side of the carriageway. The project 

was sub-divided into two lots: Lot 1 (Fufulso-Larabanga, km 0+000 to 80+000) and Lot 2 (Larabanga-Sawla, km 80+000 to 147+500); 

each with ancillary works within the PA. This allowed for easy management and to have secondary roads, and key socioeconomic 

infrastructure, such as, water supply facilities including a water treatment plant and numerous boreholes, schools, health centers, lorry 

parks, markets, improvements at the Mole Park, etc. delivered at the same time with the road works and have all been completed. The 

construction of a steel bridge on the Monori River to assist in the reduction in post harvest loses and increase in agricultural productivity 

in the north of the West Gonja District has also been completed. 

 

The project has benefited women significantly considering that a total of 536 women were temporarily employed during the road and 

ancillary works construction. Provision of the anciallry facilities such schools and hospitals including quarters for the teachers greatly 

promotes education of girls and easy access to health care and frees up more time for women to attend to socioeconomic activites to 

improve their livelihoods. Access to clean drinking water also helps elimante water borne diseases such as guinea worm which was 

prevalent in the area. Furthermore, the provision of potable water in the PA has positively impacted women who are responsible for 

finding water for the family. Petty trading, which mostly involves women, along the road (including handicrafts for tourists and well as 

food produce) has been on the increase and provision of markets and lorry parks help create venues closer to their homes for them to 

trade whilst still staying close to home to be able to tend to family duties.  

 

Monthly/Quarterly Reports, Payment Certificates were submitted as required and the Final Completion Report is under preparation. Audit 

Reports, both Technical and Financial were submitted as scheduled. While there were no adverse findings in the financial management, 

comments on technical issues were incorporated in delivering the rehabilitated road and implementated ancillary works.  

 

Some of such unanticipated outcomes are: 

 The number of fuel service stations in Damango has increased from one to five and the biggest provision shop in Damango 

selling from one room shop has six rooms now;  

 As a result of the implementation of the Fufulso Water Treatment Plant the residual sludge as a by product can be used as fertilizer 

for farming;  

 Due to the improvements to the Damango and Sawla health facilities a safety net has been provided for pregnant women and 

vulnerable groups. The Damango Hospital has reported zero Maternal Motality since August 2014 to date and this was prevalent 

before the project. 

 A new hotel is established at the Mole Park which will significantly boost tourism in the Area. 
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2. Outcome reporting 
 

Outcome 

indicators (as per 

RLF;  add more rows as 

needed) 

Baseline 

value 

(Year) 

Most 

recent 

value  

(A) 

End target (B)  

(expected value at project 

completion) 

Progress 

towards 

target  
(% realized) 

(A/B) 

Narrative assessment  
(indicative max length: 50 words per outcome) 

Core 

Sector 

Indicator 
(Yes/No) 

Outcome 1: 

Improved road 

network condition 

 

 

 

67 

 

 

 

70 

(2014) 

 Increase in the 

national road network 

in good and fair 

condition from 67% in 

2008 to 75% in 2014 

 

 

 

93.3 

Road users confirmed that the drudgery 

associated with travel on the hitherto poor 

condition road network has improved 

significantly.  The significant potholes, 

inaccessibility of portions of the road 

during the rainy season, dust nuisance  

and other risks relating to travel on the 

project road in particular have either 

disappeared or reduced significantly.   

YES 

Outcome 2: 

Increase in trade 

between Ghana and 

ECOWAS 

Countries 

365 759.5 

(2014) 

 Increase in non-

traditional exports 

values between Ghana 

and ECOWAS, from 

US$ 365 million in 

2007 to US$ 417 

million in 2014 

758.6. Trade in the sub-region has increased. The 

targeted increase was $52million. 

However as at 2014 an increase of $394.5 

million or >700% increase was achieved. 

The significant injection of investments in 

the road subsector by both GOG and 

Donors over the period has immensely 

contributed to this feat.  

No 

Outcome 3: 

Improved access to 

all-season public 

transportation 

within 2 km of their 

homes 

32 84.9 

(2012) 

Rural access index 

increased from 32% 

(2010) to 85% by 2014 

99.8 The information available is for 2012 and 

at that time, the achievement was 99.8 % 

of target. With the completion of the 

project road and others between 2012 and 

2014 this target will definitely be 

surpassed. Road users confirmed that the 

improved road had greatly enhanced 

travel within the project corridor.  They 

can now make multiple trips in comfort to 

and from the area instead of the hitherto 

uncomfortable, dangerous and time 

consuming single trips.  Households 

report that increased visit by family 

members and friends thereby enhancing 

social cohesion. 

YES 

Outcome 4: 

Reduction in 

Transport Cost 

 

US$1.13/k

m 

 

0.62/km 

VOC per vehicle km 

reduced by 30% from 

U$0.62/km in 2009 to 

U$0.40 /km in 2014 

 

174.2 

From the HDM runs the average VOC per 

vehicle at the beginning of the 

construction was US$1.13/km while at 

completion it was US$0.62/km. There 

was therefore a reduction of 52.3% 

instead of the targeted 30%. Passengers 

confirmed that drivers are no longer 

reluctant to drive to and from the PA. 

Drivers report of reduced maintenance 

and repairs on account of the improved 

road. 

YES 

Outcome 5: 

Reduction in Travel 

Time 

5hrs 

 

2hrs 

25min 

Travel time reduced 

from 5 hours in 2009 to 

3 hours by  2014 

129 The travel time on the project road is 2hrs 

25mins  at an average speed of 60km/hr. 

A reduction in travel time of 2hrs 35mins 

between 2009 and 2015 has been attained. 

The percentage of the precent reduction in 

travel time to the targeted value is 

therefore 129%. 

YES 
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Outcome 6: 

Number of tourists 

visiting Mole Park  

 

 

14,760  

 

 

17,742  

(2015) 

Number of tourists 

visiting the Mole Park 

to  increase to 16,000 

in 2014 

 

 

110.9 

Visits by tourist to the Mole National Park 

keeps increasing since visits by 

Ghanaians have been on the increase. In 

2012 the number of Ghanaians who 

visited was 7,271 while at the end of 2015 

12,815 visited. As of December 2015, 

17,742 (12,815 local & 4,927 foreigners) 

tourist had visited. The reduction in 

foreign tourist may be due to the Ebola 

scare in the subregion (2014 May). With 

the containment of the Ebola virus in the 

subregion visits by foreign tourists will be 

on the increase once again.   

No 

Outcome 7: 

Revenues from 

tourism in Mole 

Park 

 GHS 

126,762 

GHS 

462,764(

2014) 

Revenues from 

tourism in Mole Park  

to increase to GHS 

139,438 in 2014 

331.88 The revenue has more than tripled.  No 

Rating* (see IPR 

methodology) 
Narrative assessment  

4.0 Although two out of the seven outcomes, namely improved road network condition and improved access to all-

season public transportation within 2 km of their homes, scoring 93.3 and 99.8% of the targeted values 

respectively, which were of national dimention, all other outcomes have gone well beyond their respective 

targets (ranging from 110-756.8%). The Rating is therefore Highly Satisfactory. 

 
3. Output reporting 

 

Output indicators 
(as specified in the RLF; 
add more rows as 

needed) 

Most 

recent 

value  

(A) 

End target (B)  

(expected value at project 
completion) 

Progress 

towards 

target  
(% 

realized) 

(A/B) 

Narrative assessment  
(indicative max length: 50 words per output) 

Core 

Sector 

Indicator 
(Yes/No) 

Output 1: 

A 147.5 km long 

Fufulso-Sawla 

Road.  

160.25 147.5 108.6 The road which was initially designed as a gravel 

road has now been strengthened to Double 

Bituminous Surface Treatment (DBST) with lay-

byes and safety features. The road was widened 

from its original width and has major culverts and 

drainage crossings.  

Yes 

Output 2: 

Increased access to 

socioeconomic 

infrastructure for 

communities 

0%. Population in the PA 

with access to unsafe 

water source decrease 

from 20 to 17% by 

2013 

666.7 Women and children travel over relatively very 

short distance to access portable water now.  With 

the  completion of the Fufulso Water Treatment 

Plant  all the people in the PA have access to 

potable water.  Increased access to portable water 

has also decreased the incidence of water-borne 

diseases.   

No 

Output 3: 

Number of people 

with access to potable 

water along the road 

 

51,000 Number of people with 

access to potable water 

increased to 34,000 in 

2014 (51% of whom will 

be women) with an 

attendant reduction of 

guinea worm cases. 

150 With the commissioning of the  2500 m3/day 

(550,000gal) design capacity Water Treatment Plant at 

Fufulso(with a current production level of 376m3/day), 

which serves Fufulso,Yipala, Ntereso, and Nyanwuripe, 

all other towns along the project have 41 boreholes (35 

mechanized and 6 with hand pumps) which are providing 

safe drinking water. Furthermore up to 50 rain water 

harvesting equipment have been provided within the PA 

(schools, hospitals, health post  Women within the PA 

(about 51% of the population) have been positively 

impacted since they are the ones who fetch water for the 

household. 

No 
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Output 4 

Improved access to 

accident / 

emergency center 

0.75hrs Travel time to the 

nearest accident/ 

emergency center 

reduced to 3 hours in 

2014 

211 The accident/emergency centre is at Damango. The 

farthest point to the hospital is Sawla which is 

87.5km away from the facility. With the improved 

road condition any emergency case may reach the 

hospital to receive attention in less than 1hr. 

Yes 

Output 5: 

Improved 

market/lorry park 

infrastructure 

2,347.3 Average District 

Assembly monthly 

revenues from 

markets/lorry parks 

increased to GHS 625 

in 2014. 

375.5 The August 2013 data indicates an average 

monthly revenue of GHS2,347.4. At the time of 

this PCR the market stalls had not been allocated 

and therefore updated revenue figures for 2014 and 

2015 were not available. However, the project has 

provided 288 market stalls at the 4 markets namely 

Fufulso, Busunu, Sawla and Damango. The first 

three of these markets have a lorry park covering 

an area of 5000m2 each  whilst the last one covers 

3000m2. The lorry parks have separate parking 

areas for heavy, medium and light vehicles 

including toll booths and ticketing offices.  

No 

Output 6: 

Sensitization on 

HIV/AIDS, Guinea 

Worm, road safety  

and environmental 

protection 

18 10 workshops 

organized by 2014 

180 A total of 51,746 persons (44% are women) have 

been sensitized through direct interactions with 

“Community Champions” through the 18 

community durbars, school visits and student 

participations through writing and design 

competitions and sponsored walk programs, Radio, 

billboards, brochures etc. These activities will 

definitely expand the coverage. Random interviews 

of 50 persons in five towns in PA confirms 

effective sensitization. 

No 

Output 7: 

Tree planting 

14,655  20,000 trees planted 

by 2014 

73.3 The replacement of trees cut as a result of 

construction works and planting of additional ones 

are to assist in the restoration of the vegetation and 

to generally improve on the environment. 

Seedlings of the approved tree types are being 

nursed at site. This activity is still in progress. 

No 

Output 8: 

Boreholes and 

pipelines 

41 20 boreholes with 

hand pumps 

constructed by 2014 

205* 

(This 

%age 

does not 

fully 

describe 

what has 

been 

achieved) 

The initially proposed boreholes were ordinary 

ones fixed with a handpump. However the ones 

that are in place are solar-powered mechanised 

with overhead tanks. In addition to the 41 

boreholes (88% solar-powered with reservoirs) the 

Fufulso water treatment plant  provides treated 

water to over 7,000 people (potentially expandable 

to cover more areas)  and also fertilizer as a by 

product (residual sledge) for farming. The 

inhabitants in the PA previously depended on 

ponds, dug-outs, small earth dams and raw water 

from the White Volta river for their sustainance. 

No 

Output 9: 

Rehabilitation of 

classroom blocks / 

teachers’ quarters/ 

water and sanitation 

facilities 

9 A total of 7 basic 

schools rehabilitated 

by 2014 

129 Nine (9) schools were either constructed or 

rehabilitated. A total of 50 unit class rooms blocks 

including water supply, urinals, toilet, kitchen 

blocks, furniture provision and construction of 8 

two-bedroom houses for head teachers and 16 one-

bedroom houses for other teachers. In addition,  

rain water havesting system with  solar-powered  

reserviours were built at 8 of the schools.  Teachers 

were not available previously due to bad conditions 

and some schools (4) which were under  sheds. 

With the present conditions (accommodation, 

sanitatioary facilities, water and health facilities 

No 
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close by) teachers are always available and pupils 

are comfortable at school due to the decent 

facilities provided. Education in the communities 

will definitely improve. 

Output 10: 

Accident Center 

with Ambulance 

[constructed] 

1 One Accident Centre 

constructed and 

equipped by 2014 

100* 

(This 

%age 

does not 

describe 

what has 

been 

achieved) 

An accident Centre has been constructed at the 

Damango hospital and the facilities provided have 

tremendously improved the status of the hospital to 

the extent that it has been upgraded to a Teaching 

Hospital. The OPD has been rehabilitated, health 

equipment including oxygen production plant have 

been provided, 2# ambulances, 40 bed ward, 4# 

2bed room house, mortury (2 body fridge), 

embalming room, autopsy room, connecting 

walkway, car park etc. The average time to convey 

any victim to the centre is 45 minutes and this is 

heart warming. This has contributed to the 

reduction in fatalities by 78%. 

No 

Output 11: 

CHPS Compounds 

and health posts 

8 Eight (8) CHPS 

Compounds 

constructed by 2014 

100*(This 

%age 

does not 

fully 

describe 

what has 

been 

achieved) 

In addition to the expansion and rehabilitation of 

the Damango hospital, 8 Health Centres were 

constructed/rehabilitated along the project corridor 

instead of the 8 Chips Compound proposed. In 

addition 11 two-bedroom and 16 one-bedroom 

houses were constructed for senior and junior 

nurses respectively. These housing facilities 

attracts health professionals to these Health 

Centres. 

No 

Output 12: 

Markets and lorry 

parks. 

4 A total of 5 markets 

with lorry parks 

(Fufulso, Larabanga, 

Sawla, Busunu and 

Damongo) by 2014. 

90*(This 

%age 

does not 

fully 

describe 

what has 

been 

achieved) 

Four (4) out of the proposed five (5) markets/lorry 

parks were constructed. Three of the markets/lorry 

park cover an area of 5000m2 and the other covers 

3000m2. Those proposed for Laranbanga was 

replaced with a parking lot at the Mystic Stone to 

cater for tourist and a long bus-bay in the town 

simply because a market had earlier been 

constructed in the town. The capacities of the 

markets/lorry parks are far bigger than the standard 

markets built for communities of the nature in the 

PA. These facilities will improve the income levels 

of the population , particularly women. 

Yes 

Output 13:Two-

way one lane access 

roads and drive 

ways to socio-

economic 

infrastructure. 

12.75 6 km of access  road 

and drive ways 

completed by 2013 

212.5 In addition to the 6 km access road to the Mole 

Park, 2.5 km of internal roads with the facility were 

also upgraded. Furthermore 2.75km, 1.5km and 

0.3km access roads to the Damango hospital, the 

Fufulso Water Treatment Plant and Agriculture 

College and storage shed respectively were 

constructed. A total of 12.75km of access roads has 

been constructed. These provide ridding comfort 

and reduced travel times for facilities users. 

Yes 

Output 14: 

Axle load control 

on the road 

N/A Percentage of 

overweight trucks on 

the road below 4% in 

2014   

N/A Two Axle load control stations have been 

constructed at Damango and Sawla. The GHA is in 

the process of selecting a firm to  manage the 

stationsand it is proposed that they will be 

operational by the end of the first quarter of 2016. 

Meanwhile adjacent Control Stations at Pawlugu 

and Yapie are operational. The control of axle loads 

Yes 
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on the road will preserve the investment made over 

the design horizon. 

Output 15: 

Monthly/Quarterly 

Reports, Payment 

Certificates, Final 

Completion Report 

Audit Reports 

N/A N/A N/A During the project duration monthly and quarterly 

progress reports were consistently prepared and 

istributed to stakeholders and the final completion 

report has been compiled and  submitted. Content 

of reports captured realities on the ground and 

informed all stakeholders on the required actions to 

enhance the benefits of the project on the 

communities and the country. 

 

 

 

No 

Output 16: 

Studies 

N/A N/A N/A The following studies are being carried out as  part 

of the project: i) Detailed Engineering Design of 

sections of the Eastern Corridor Road: 

approximately 92km of roads linking with a bridge 

across the Volta river (bridge studies being funded 

by JICA); ii) Feasibility Studies and Detailed 

Design Studies of Busunu-Daboya Road (53km); 

and iii) Urban Transportation Planning and 

Detailed Design Studies for Accra North East roads 

and community upgrading infrastructure 

(including Pokuase interchange detailed design 

studies); Studies i) and ii) are at the draft final stage 

whilst the third has been completed. 

Yes 

Output 17: 

100% Loan 

Disbursement 

 

73.6 

 

100 

 

73.6 

Although 100% completion of the project was 

attained, the disbursement is below 100% due to 

the following reasons: 

 Lower contract prices resulting from the 

bidding process as compared to the estimates at 

Appraisal. 

 The exchange rate for UA to the US$ was 1.5 

at appraisal but is currently 1.3; The cedi 

significantly lost value to the UA over the 

period. At appraisal the exchange rate was 

1UA= GHS2.14126 and as at completion it was 

1UA=5.29358. The exchange rates difference 

may have resulted in a lower payments to the 

contractors though price adjustments were 

assessed and paid for. Price Contingency 

provisions  were significantly exceeded due to 

the depeciation of the Ghana cedis and 

appreciation of the USD. This has resulted in 

an overall increase of upto 50% of the initial  

contract sums to price fluctuation alone.    

 The Bank is reviewing requests for additional 

funds to cover physical and price contingencies 

 There are outstanding IPCs in the system to be 

cleared for payment.  

It is likely that savings will be made in the ADF 

Grant and this is proposed to be used to reseal the 

97km Sawla – Wa road. Virtually all payments 

requests submitted for payment under the ADF 

Grant have been paid. The GoG had however not 

made any payment on the project to date. The GoG 

indebtedness is mainly due to compensation 

payments made to PAPs on behalf of GOG and tax 

refunds.. 

Yes 
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Output 18: 

Audits 

 

N\A 

 

N\A 

 

N\A 

Annual Audits were carried out on project 

expenditure and no adverse findings were made. 

Yes 

Rating* (see IPR 

methodology) 
Narrative assessment  

4 The Rating is Highly Satisfactory. There are two outputs which by their score seem not to have achieved their 

targets namely: the tree planting activity which is ongoing has seedlings of the approved tree-types being nursed 

for planting during the next rainny season and  the proposed market/lory park that should have been constructed 

at Larabanga which has been replaced with a parking lot at the Mistic Stone Tourist Center and a long bus-bay 

all because a market had earlier been constructed in the town. These two activities cannot be said not to have 

achieved their targets. The 8 CHIPS compounds are all upgraded to Health Centres and the Damango Hospital 

has received a massive rehabilitation to the extent that the University of Development Studies is presently using 

it as a Teaching Hospital. Additionally the other outputs have all achieved more than their respective anticipated 

target set during the appraisal with potential savings to carry out further activities. 

 

4. Development Objective (DO) rating 
 

DO rating  (derived from 

updated IPR)* 
Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words 

4 The following are the anticipated Outcomes with their percentage of target achieved in parenthesis: 

1. Improved Fufulso –Sawla road(147.5km) condition following the upgrading works (100%); 

2. Increase in local economic activity resulting in improvement in livelihood. This forms an integral part 

of the increase in trade nationally (756.8%); 

3. Improved mobility index in the Northern Region and between Fufulso to Sawla in particular(100%); 

4. Reduction in Transport Cost (174.2%) and Travel Time (129%); 

5. Increased revenue (331.88%) and number of tourists visiting the area(110.9%); and 

6. Increased access to socioeconomic infrastructure(schools, health posts, markets, lorry parks, water & 

sanitation etc) for communities. 

All outcomes except the road condition mix and improved access to all-season public transportation 

within 2 km of homes, scoring 93.3 and 99.8% of the targeted values respectively, which were of national 

dimention, have gone far beyond their respective targets (ranging from 110-756.8%). Some unanticipated 

outcomes mentioned in section 6 below have also been achieved. The outputs delivered meet the standards 

acceptable to both the Bank and GoG. The rating is Highly Satisfactory. 

 
5. Beneficiaries (add rows as needed) 

 

Actual (A) Planned (B) Progress towards target  
(% realized) (A/B) 

% of 

women 

Category (e.g. farmers, students) 

Road Users 

(Transport 

operators, 

travellers, 

pedestrians) 

Road Users 

(Transport 

operators, 

travellers, 

pedestrians 

129 

 

 

 

 

49.4 

 

 

Students, vehicle operators, traders, 

importers 

Educational 

institutions 

Educational 

institutions 

100+ 50.2 Students, pupils, tutors 

 

Health institutions Health institutions 100+ 49.4 Patients, medical personnel 

Tourism industry Tourism industry 110.9 51.5 Tourist 

Agriculture,  trade 

and processing 

industries 

Agriculture,  trade 

and processing 

industries 

100+ 49.4 Farmers, Traders 
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6. Unanticipated or additional outcomes (add rows as needed) 
 

Description Type (e.g. gender, 

climate change, social, 

other) 

Positive or 

negative 

Impact on project 
(High, Medium, Low) 

1. The construction of the Monori Bridge has opened up the areas lying to 

the North of the West Gonja District which was hitherto difficult to 

access. The lack of access led to high levels of post harvest loses due to 

the longer travel time to the market. Since agriculture is the main 

activity in that locality the improved accessibility is expected to lead to 

a reduction in post harvest losses and increase in income for the people 

in the area. 

Socioeconomic/Agric Positive High 

2. Due to the improvements to the Damango and Sawla health facilities a 

safety net has been provided for pregnant women. The Damango 

Hospital has reported zero Maternal motality since August 2014 to date.  

Gender/Health  Positive Low 

3.Following the improvement of the Damango Hospital, the purchase of 

Oxygen from Kumasi has ceased since Oxygen is now produced in-

house. Furthermore, the University of Development Studies(UDS) has 

started using the hospital as one of their training centres. 

Health/Educational Positive Low 

4.As a result of the implementation of the Fufulso Water Treatment Plant 

with a design capacity 2500 m3/day (550,000gal) with a current 

production level of 376m3/day) was originally not envisaged. It serves 

Fufulso,Yipala, Ntereso, and Nyanwuripe. This could be extended  

Socioeconomic Positive High 

5. The Fufulso Water Treatment Plant produces residual sludge as a by 

product of the treatment process. The sludge can be used as fertilizer 

for farming 

Agriculture Positive Low 

6. There is also improved access in terms of vehicle availability to health 

centres, educational facilities and markets as well as access to 

boreholes points. 

Social 

 

Positive High 

 

7. There is an improvement in environmental aesthetics (greenry) on 

account of reduced dust nuisance, tree palnting in the PA and reduced 

inconvenience to road users due to the general improvement in the road 

condition. 

Social 

 

Positive High 

8 The project has also benefited women significantly considering that a 

total of 536 women were temporary employed during the road and 

ancillary works construction and their involvement in petty trading 

along the road (including handicrafts for tourists),etc.  

Gender Positive High 

 

9 Motor cycle repair shops, fuel service stations, artisans, general 

merchants, etc have benefited from the project on account of the 

improved accesses to the ready markets resulting from the increased 

traffic arising from the road construction. The number of fuel service 

stations in Damango has increased from one to five and the biggest 

provision shop in Damango selling from one room shop has six rooms. 

 

 

Social 

 

 

 

Positive 

 

 

High 

 

 
7. Lessons learned related to effectiveness (add rows as needed) 

 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target audience 

1. Increased road fatalities as a result of upgraded road 

condition 

The improved riding quality resulting from the road 

construction has led to increased speeds on the road.  

Appropriate road traffic calming measures has 

helped immensely in the reduction (78.8%) of road 

fatalities and injuries.  

 

Road users 
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2. Sub-contracting social infrastructure works The inclusion of the ancillary works as subcontracts 

reduced the contract management headaches of the 

borrower and permitted the works to be completed together 

so that the linkages between outputs expected were 

achieved. Care should however be taken in selecting 

subcontractors as some of them could not perfore as 

expected. 

GoG, GHA, PCU 

3. Right of Way 

 

The clearing of both authorised and unauthorised 

structures within the Right of Way (ROW) tends to 

be cumbersome and protracted.  On this project, 

payment of compensation prior to the 

commencement of the works was a condition 

precedent to first disbursement. This assisted in 

averting delays due to removal of both authorized 

and unauthorized structures from the ROW to pave 

way for the works to kickoff in a timely manner.  

GoG,GHA 

 

 

C  Efficiency 
 

1. Timeliness 
 

Planned project duration – years (A) 

(as per PAR) 
Actual implementation time – years 

(B) (from effectiveness for 1st disb.) 
Ratio of planned and actual 

implementation time (A/B) 

Rating* 

3.92 

06 2011-05 2015 

4.00 

06 2011 -06 2015 

0.98 4 

Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

Despite scope increase, project was still completed on time. The Project experienced only  1 month delay from the planned schedule. 

This was achieved due to the following actions: 

 A request was made and approval was given for an Advance Procurement Action ( APA ) and this averted an additional 13 

months delay in completing the project.  

 The contracts for the ancillary works were approved as sub-contracts to the two main contracts(Lots 1 & 2) and this averted 

management problems including delays which would have resulted if these smaller contracts had been awarded directly to 

local contractors and suppliers. 

 
2. Resource use efficiency 

 

Median % physical implementation 

of RLF outputs financed by all 

financiers (A) (see II.B.3) 

Commitment rate (%) (B)  
(See table 1.C – Total commitment rate of all 

financiers) 

Ratio of the median percentage 

physical implementation and 

commitment rate (A/B) 

Rating* 

100  73.0 1.37 4 

Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The civil works as per the two contracts are 100% completed with recommendation for identified defects to be corrected within the 

contracts’ defects liability periods. All other activities were deemed satisfactorily completed during the PCR mission including the 

supplied furniture and equipment at the schools and health facilities. As part of the road upgrading works the Government has, 

rehabilitated/ constructed socioeconomic infrastructure including access roads to a DBST, health and educational facilities, markets 

and lorry parks and improvement to the tourism industry and agriculture and bridge facilities. The project was able to implement more 

socio-economic facilities (ie Boreholes -20 proposed but  41 constructed and access roads 6km was proposed but 12.75km constructed)  

than anticipated due to savings on the project. 

Due to depreciation of the Ghana Cedis, the Project had to approve additional funds upto 50% of the original contract sums to cover 

price contingencies. This was not particular to the Project but widespread on all infrastructure projects implemented in the country 

over this period. The Project was able to absorb these costs due to the low contract sums and savings made as a result from these sums. 
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3. Cost benefit analysis 
 

Economic Rate of Return  

(at appraisal) 

Updated Economic Rate of Return  

(at completion) 

Rating* 

17.62% 20.1% 4 

Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The standard methodology of cost benefit analysis comparing the situations ‘’with’’ and ‘’without’’ project scenarios over 20  years 

was used for the economic analysis. The HDM-IV model was used. The calculation of the EIRR was based on the estimated levels of 

traffic, economic costs and benefits of the various components of the project. The economic costs were assessed to include costs of 

capital investment as well as construction routine and periodic maintenance costs. The actualized project benefits such as Vehicle 

Operating Cost (VOC), travel time saving, and salvage value served as inputs in the HDM . Benefits to be gained from improved 

access to good drinking water and eradication of the Guinea worm disease in the area, improved access to quality health care and 

education including increased enrollment and availability of higher education facilities, boost in tourism and trade were included as 

exogenous benefits. 

The costs and benefits analysis at completion of the project, estimated over the 20 year economic life (including the Ancillary Works), 

yielded an Economic Internal Rate of Return (EIRR) of 20.1% at an opportunity cost of capital in Ghana of 12%. This indicates that 

the project is still determined economically feasible, at completion. It should be noted that the economic analysis at the appraisal 

which yielded an EIRR of 17.62% at an opportunity cost of capital in Ghana of 12%, mainly focused on the road as the scope and the 

cost of the ancillary works was then not fully defined. The total cost of the ancillary works is just over 20% of the total project cost 

but the benefits and impact from these interventions are expected to yield much greater results than the road alone.  

The result is Highly Satisfactory. 

 
4. Implementation Progress (IP) 

 

IP Rating 
(derived from 

updated IPR) * 

Narrative comments (commenting specifically on those IP items that were rated Unsatisfactory or Highly 

Unsatisfactory, as per last IPR). (indicative max length: 500 words) 

 

2.64 

Although the IP rated the project satisfactory some of the issues which lowered the rating were the fact that progress 

on site 4 months after the official date of commencement was 0%, the mobilization of supervising consltant team 

significantly delayed, lack of access to a quarry site along the road and granting of custom duty and taxes exemptions 

delayed. It must however be noted that none of the project objectives were jeopardised. All of them were achieved. 

 
5. Lessons learned related to efficiency 

 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target audience 

1. Start-up delays Previously, project approvals process at cabinet and 

parliamentary levels have been lengthy. However 

with regards to this project GOG internal approval 

process for loan signature and entry into force was  

initiated right after the negotiations. This enables the 

GOG internal grant/loan signature and entry into 

force to take place soon after Board approval. This 

process should be maintained for future projects. 

GoG 

 

 

 

2. Loan/Grant Conditions 

 

Fulfilment of loan conditionalities have been difficult 

to achieve especially when the conditions are linked 

to sector policy ie payment of arreas, axle load 

control etc. These type of conditions should be 

excluded from the loan conditions and rather 

advanced through development policy or sector 

reform loans. Conditions are also discussed with 

GoG as early as during appraisal. This project did not 

have such policy issue. Effectiveness kicked in as 

envisaged without any delays. 

GoG, AfDB 
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3. Design, Appraisal and commencement of 

implementation 

Closeness (timewise) of project design, approval and 

effectiveness should be ensured in order to preserve 

the financial and design  integrity of the project. This 

project had its designs reviewed prior to appraisal 

and hence delays were cut to the bearest minimum. 

There was scope increase during implementation 

particularly for the ancillary works and this was 

rather to fully capture and respond to the dire needs 

of the communities. The project was completed 

within time and approved budget. 

GoG, GHA, PCU 

 

4. Disbursement 

 

Prompt processing of contractors’ invoices by GoG 

which had previously been a long and slow process 

was addressed by the restructuring of the payment 

processing process under the project. This postivelly 

impacted positively on both contractor liquidity and 

disbursement. 

GoG, PCU 

 

5. Right of Way The clearing of both authorised and unauthorised 

structures within the right of way experienced some 

hitches. Usually this tends to be cumbersome and 

protracted.  GoG should endeavour to enforce its 

building regulations and promptly assess and pay all 

due compensations. 

GoG, GHA 

 

D  Sustainability 
 

1. Financial sustainability 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

2 The Road Fund is the main source funding for road maintenance in Ghana.  The main contributors to the Road Fund are fuel 

levy (currently 70%), road and bridge tolls, vehicle licensing and International transit fees(30%). Though fuel levy and the 

others fees were adjusted in 2014 (fuel levy which was 0.023/ltr in 2003 is now GHS0.073/ltr), government has not been 

able to match up to the pledge in 2001 contained in the Policy Letter to the International Development Agency for the 

implementation of HSIP to increase fuel levy by US$0.01 annually till it reaches the equivalent of US$0.095 in 2009. The 

current rate has however been eroded(about US$0.019/ltr) by the depreciation in the currency (GHS). The present level of 

the fuel levy suggests that adequate funds may not be available for road maintenance. The GHA received an average of 

US$36million annually from the road fund for period 2012-2014. This was under 50% of maintenance needs. However,   

GoG intends to increase the fuel levy to about US$0.10/litre (40p/ltr) beginning January 2016 through an Energy Sector 

Levy ACT,  ACT 899, 2015. This will increase the total RF revenue by 259% in 2016 and beyond. This will allow not only 

for 100% maintenance but other interventions on the network can be covered. GoG is also exploring other options including 

increasing the other road use fees at appropriate periods to further increase the revenue.  There should also be a conscious 

effort to effectively maintain roads that are tolled so that road users would have no reservations in paying the tolls. 

Regarding the socio-economic infrastructure the DAs  intend to use their Technical committees to ensure that budgets are 

appropriated and adequate maintenance carried out on the facilities provided. Furthermore, the West Gonja District Assembly 

intends to award the Fufulso Water Treatment Plant to a private firm to manage and maintain the facility to ensure its 

sustainability. 
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2. Institutional sustainability and strengthening of capacities 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment  (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 The formation of a Project Co-ordinating Unit (PCU) under the GHA, the Executing Agency, contributed immensely in 

resolving the challenges to project implementation.  The establishment of a dedicated PCU within GHA and the appointment 

of a Project Management (Technical Assistance) for the four ongoing Bank financed trunk road projects, including the 

Fufulso-Sawla road project, minimised procurement, disbursement and contract and project management challenges.  The 

technical assistance provided by a consultant assisted in the orderly execution and management of the project. The directive 

and clearance from the GoG for the PCU to directly process interim payment certificates (IPC) so that they no longer went 

through the bureaucracy at the Regional Co-ordinating Councils and Ghana Highway Authority Head Office, greatly reduced 

delays associated with IPC processing and payment. IPC processing, which previously lasted for over four (4) months [160 

days], was reduced to a maximum of two months [60 days] with few exceptions. Speedy IPC processing and payments 

reduced liquidity constraints on the contractor.  There is the need to train more of the staff of GHA in the procurement, 

disbursement and fiduciary procedures of the Bank to ensure that human resource is always available to manage donor 

projects.  

 

The involvement of the opinion leaders and local authorities (West Gonja, Central Gonja and the Sawla-Tuna-Kalba 

districts.) ensured that local area specific challenges impacting negatively on project implementation, such as acquisition 

and access to borrow sites, clearing of illegal and legal structures in the RoW, were readily resolved.   

 
3. Ownership  and sustainability of partnerships 

 

Rating* Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

4 The Fufulso – Sawla project lies in one of the most impoverished and isolated regions of Ghana, and this state of desolation 

has been caused partly as a result of the dire condition of social infrastructure and the road connectivity.  The potential of 

the improved road to enhance access to socio-economic infrastructure has therefore engendered strong acceptance and 

ownership from the communities within the PA. 

  

The novelty of including the ancillary works involving the upgrading of facilities - health, water, educational, market, lorry 

park, tourism etc- have further increased the community’s benefits and acceptance of the project.  The potential of the project 

to enhance access to the rich agricultural lands beyond the Mognori bridge, the rehabilitation of the grain storage shed at 

Damango culminating in reduction in post-harvest losses and the improvements at the Mole Park with the attendant increase 

in number of tourists visiting the area, will lead to improved livelihoods through employment generation, increase in income 

for businesses and generally reducing poverty.  The project is touted as a one-stop integrated solution  that helps to tackle 

several socio-economic problems under one project by unlocking the economic potential of the area.  

 

Acquisition and access to borrow sites, clearing of illegal and legal structures in the RoW were some of the challenges faces 

during project implementation. The involvement of the opinion leaders and local authorities in resolving these challenges 

were timely. Decisions regarding choice and location of specific socioeconomic facility to ensure that local area specific 

challenges that would have impacted negatively on project implementation, were resolved with their assistance. 

 

To many ordinary inhabitants, the road project is a real game changer in their individual economic endeavours.  The project 

has therefore engendered a strong sense of ownership amongst all beneficiaries to ensure the continuous maintenance and 

management of project outputs. It is a model that the Government plans to replicate acorss the country. A delegation from 

the Transport Sector from Togo conducted a study tour to learn about the project. The Togolese commented on the project 

as follows: "The Project is very impressive!!! We are going to integrated the project concept into our national transport 

policy". 
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4. Environmental and social sustainability 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 The ESMP implementation was successful. It was timely and satisfactory. There was adequate governmental and institutional 

capacity to ensure the environmental and social sustainability of the project. Most environmental impacts such as erosion, 

dust and pollution,were mitigated during project implementation. Watering of the road during construction , grassing of 

slopes along the road and planting of trees(about 16,000 at the time of PCR missioninstead of the proposed 20,000) among 

other measures have been accomplished. The replacement of trees cut as a result of construction works and planting 

additional ones will assist in the restoration of the vegetation and to generally improve on the environment. The project had 

positive socio-economic impacts and improved conditions of people living in the zone of influence. 

 

5. Lessons learned related to sustainability 
 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned Target audience 

1. Price Escalation Price escalations during implementation imposes 

great risk. Evaluation of tenders should therefore be 

rigorous in highlighting substantially risky 

(unreasonably low or high) tenders. Adequate price 

contingencies could also help minimise this risk. 

Cost estimates of projects should also reflect the 

current rates and economic conditions. These issues 

were adequately taken care of under this project.The  

Project was completed within budget. 

GHA, PCU 

2 Government Counterpart Funds 

 

On this project GoG was only supposed to pay for tax 

refunds and compensation to PAPs and PCU cost. At 

the time of the PCR no payment had been done on 

the GoG counterpart fund. Funds for such purposes 

should be available on regular basis to avoid delays 

due to cash flow issues on project. In order to secure 

Governments counterpart funding to the projects, 

escrow accounts should be operationalised to receive 

government’s contributions for the project, at least on 

annual basis. 

GoG 

3. Adequate Maintenance Three main elements influence the sustainability of 

road projects namely: i) quality of works delivered; 

ii) the manner of usage; and iii) the level/quality of 

maintenance. To ensure quality standards during 

construction, works supervision and monitoring was  

undertaken by reputable consulting engineering firm 

with experience in similar projects. The technical 

design solution considered the present and future 

traffic volumes and composition.   

With regards to road usage and the resulting loading 

and its effect on the pavement and the control thereof, 

Ghana already has legislation on axle load control. 

The level of periodic maintenance carried out 

impacts significantly on road sustainability.  The 

country’s expanding road network imposes an 

obligation on the government to raise the road fund 

annual revenues to levels that guarantees adequate 

maintenance of the road assets. GoG intends to raise 

the fuel levy from the current 0.07p to 0.4p/ltr from 

January 2016 through an Energy Tax ACT 

GoG, GHA  
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4. Axle Load Control Measures 

 

The sustainability of the road will also depend on 

controlling excess axle loads on the road pavement. 

Ghana already has legislation on axle load control 

with 14 weighbridges stations constructed currently 

in operation out of 26 planned and 8 mobile 

weighbridge vans  to support. Though two 

weighbridges have been installed at both ends of the 

project road they are to become operational by the 

end of the first quarter of 2016. GoG needs to 

intensify axle load control and also ensure that same 

is enforced in the sub region. The implementation of 

a common axle load limit for pavement design in the 

sub-region would be critical to enforcing axle load 

controls. 

GoG, GHA, 

ECOWAS 

 

5. Private Sector Management of Upgraded/newly 

constructed Community Facilities 

 

In Ghana, lorry parks, markets, and boreholes are 

operated and successfully maintained by the District 

Assemblies through the collection of user fees. 
Private managers and operators may also be used  for 

effective and efficient management and maintenance 

of facilities.  Therefore, if possible, the management 

of some community upgraded infrastructure, 

especially mechanized boreholes, markets and lorry 

terminals, should be handed over to private sector 

management under a public-private partnership 

arrangement. Examples worth mentioning are: the 

use of Ghana Private Road Trasport Union (GPRTU) 

for lorry parks and private management of toll 

collection on the trunk road network. On the Project, 

the Central Gonja District assembly has also let out 

the management of the water facility to a private 

entity and intend to give out the lorry parks to the 

GPRTU 

GoG, GHA, DAs 

 

 

 III  Performance of stakeholders 
  

1. Bank performance 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment by the Borrower on the Bank’s performance, as well as any other aspects of the project  

(both quantitative and qualitative). See guidance note on issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

4 The Bank performed satisfactorily in overall project implementation. In specific terms, there were no significant 

deficiencies in the following areas of operation; 

 

i) The Bank performed satisfactorily by preventiing and resolving project Problems; 

 

ii) The Bank was quick in their responses and approvals to correspondences. This could be attributed to the presence of 

Bank staff at the Ghana Field Office to attend to issues. 

 

iii) The Bank effected prompt payment ,  mostly within the stipulated 56 days as per the contracts, to the contractor (except 

that there were 4 and 5 IPCs for Lo1 and Lot 2 respectively delayed for between 1 to 3 months beyond the 56 period 

allowed under the contracts) and consultant, due to the existence of the Ghana Field Office 

 

iv) The Bank performed creditably by organizing procurement, fiduciary  and disbursement workshops and seminars for 

borrower staff and also as per individual coaching whenever issues arose. 
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Comments to be inserted by the Bank on its own performance (both quantitative and qualitative). See guidance note on 

issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

The project design was adequate to achieve project objectives. Design review prior to implementation enabled the project to be 

presented with the best technical solution for implementation. These objectives which have been achieved through the project 

implementation were relevant to Ghana’s developmental priorities as outlined in the Ghana CSP (2005-2009). The Bank complied 

with all the agreements that were signed under the project and proactively facilitated the successful completion of the project by 

identifying problems that could hinder progress and resolving them in a timely manner. The setting up of a local Bank Field Office 

allowed for frequent Bank supervision missions and consultations which led to recommendations and action plans that improved 

project implementation. The Bank also facilitated the setting up a PCU comprising persons who were made to individually sign a 

performance contract and a TA to assist the PCU. These arrangements helped immensely to avoid delays and cost overruns on the 

project. 

Key issues (related to Bank performance, max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned 

1. Procurement and Disbursement Issues – Bank providing 

guidance to the executing agencies 

 

 

 

Issues relating to procurement and disbursement arise primarily 

due to a deficit in knowledge on part of the implementation 

agencies on the Bank’s procurement rules. Although in the past 

some training has been conducted for PCU members, a 

continuation/intermittent repeat of the training is recommended. 

Generally satisfactory except that there were 4 and 5 IPCs for Lot1 

and Lot 2 respectively delayed for between 1 to 3 months beyond 

the 56  day period allowed under the contracts. 

2. Packaging of the project as a program This project intergrates social development issues in the project 

catchment area bringing together different development sectors 

under one project to deliver a program. These include hospitals, 

schools, a water treatment plant, bore holes etc which generates 

positive  benefits to all aspects ofpoverty alleviation and human 

development  following the project design and packaging style – 

bringing together different development actors under one project 

to deliver an integrated  program 

Additionally packaging the ancillary works with the main road 

contract instead of tendering as different contracts ensured that all 

works are delivered at a go within cost, time and quality under the 

responsibility of one main contractor (per each of the two lots) 

3. One –Bank Approach Bank staff from various departments based in the Ghana Country 

Office worked in tandem to prepare, appraise, supervise to deliver 

a successful project highlighting the implementation of the one-

bank concept. 

4 Project supervision by the Bank Supervision was continuous, hands on and more than the 

prescribed “twice in a year” due to expert staff being at the field 

office. This allowed continual assessment of progress, interaction 

with stackeholders and timely and realistic technical solutions in 

resolving issues that could possibly lead to delays or hinder the 

success of the project. Most of the donor partners in the transport 

sector face similar issues that confronted this project. The transport 

sector working group allowed the Bank to share its experiences on 

this project and also learned from best practices on other donor 

funded transport projects. 

5. Submission of Progress Report Progress reports submitted to the Agency for onward transmission 

to the Bank, from Consultant on previous Projects, , were delayed. 

This necessitated the Bank requiring the Consultants to directly 

send copies of the report directly to the Bank. Reports have been 

prompt. 
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2 Borrower performance 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment on the Borrower performance to be inserted by the Bank (both quantitative and qualitative, 

depending on available information). See guidance note. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 The performance of the implementing agency in ensuring quality preparation and implementation was largely satisfactory. 

The APA approved by the Bank helped immensely in reducing the procurement of works and services by the Agency.  

Though delays in the procurement processes and line of approvals contributed to about a year delay in starting the project it 

could have been worse had the APA not been approved .  Monitoring and Evaluation of the project was satisfactory.  The 

Project Coordinating Unit (PCU) kept good track of activities, and within schedule.  Recommendations and action plans were 

followed, and advice was sought from the Bank Local staff when issues needed to be clarified. Approvals from the Bank 

were sought for any work plan modification, procurement, changes or site relocation where need be. The Borrower ensured 

active participation of relevant stakeholders in project implementation.  Notwithstanding minor start up challenges, the PCU 

performed satisfactorily over the project duration. There was close contact between the project and the Bank.  Deadlines 

were also kept. 

Key issues (related to Borrower performance, max 5, add rows as needed) Lessons learned 

1 Effectiveness of the PCU The setting up of the PCU which was approved per a cabinet 

memorandum enabled the smooth implementation of the project 

and the processing of IPCs 

2 Involvement of stakeholders There were thorough  and extensive consultations held with project 

stakeholders to clearly capture their needs particularly in the 

design of the community infrastdurcture and these created a sense 

of ownership for all  and at the slightest opportunity community 

dwellers expressed their gratitude  for the project addressing their 

needs.. 

3. Delays in Processing IPC Previously, it took almost 40 signatures and a duration of 4 months 

(160 days) to process payment certificates.  Delays in IPC 

processing were reduced significantly pursuant to a Cabinet Memo 

following petitions by the Bank coupled with the establishment of 

the PCU. 

4 Delay in IPC Payments The project was supposed to be tax exempt and did not require 

substantial counterpart funding. However refund of taxes paid, 

compensation payments and PCU cost to the contractors have not 

been honoured since project’s inception. This situation has resulted 

since funds for payment of IPCs are not set aside to ensure prompt 

payment. 

 

4. Performance of other stakeholders 
 

Rating* Narrative assessment on the performance of other stakeholders, including co-financiers, contractors and service 

providers. See guidance note on issues to cover. (indicative max length: 250 words) 

3 The opinion leaders, traditional authorities and the local authorities were instrumental in the acquisition and access to borrow 

sites and clearing of illegal and legal structures in the RoW and this enhanced the progress of works.  The local authorities 

also assisted in the acquisition of sites for water treatment plant, schools, markets, clinics, etc. The consultant also discharged 

his assignment satisfactorily except that all decisions on design changes and claims were passed on to GHA without their 

independent assessment(opinion). During the supervision, beyond the stated shortcoming, the Consultant displayed 

appreciable knowledge of the project objectives and strategies to achieve them.  

The consultant ensured approvals were sought on any major changes in design, time and management of the project.  

Supervision of contractors were effectively done and issues arising out of the project were promptly brought to the attention 

of all stakeholders. .  Progress reporting was on schedule.  Reports were  submitted to the Bank in good time. The Contractors, 

to a large measure, also co-operated with the Consultant and other stakeholders of the project to ensure speedy progress of 

work. The contractors’ executed their duties satisfactorily. 
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Key issues (related to performance of 

other stakeholders, max 5, add rows as 
needed) 

Lessons learned (max 5) Target audience (for 

lessons learned) 

1.Low Rates for quantities 

 

Tender evaluation should aim not necessarily at arriving at low cost 

tenders but should also consider the reasonableness of the tenders.  

Unreasonably low cost pricing usually result in unbalanced contracts 

thereby constraining contractor’s ability to deliver on contracts. 

GoG, GHA, PCU, 

contractor 

2. . Quality of Supervising 

Consultant’s Personnel 

 

Notwithstanding submission of documents attesting to competencies 

of personnel on projects, some personnel were found deficient in the 

requisite skills and knowledge needed to execute the project. The need 

to have a team leader who is decisive (with adequate backstopping) 

should be ensure.  Indecision and frequent passing-the-back during 

implementation process results in delays to project implementation. 

GHA, PCU, Consultant   

 

3. Work quality Effective supervision is key to successful project implementation and 

is a pre-requisite for quality works. When specifications and standards 

are met the project is able to achieve its objectives.  

GHA, PCU, 

Consultant, Contractor 

4 Planning and Appraisal Proper planning and following through agreed plans and actions at 

appraisal saves cost and time. 

GoG, GHA, PCU 

 

 IV  Summary of key lessons learned and recommendations 
  

1. Key lessons learned 
 

Key issues (max 5, add rows as needed) Key lessons learned Target audience 

1. Project alignment with key priorities of 

country development agenda 

 

 

 

This project is in line with the country’s priorities as a 

developing country with a huge shortfall in infrastructure needs, 

as outlined in the Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy II (GPRSII) 

and Ghana Shared Growth and Development Agenda (GSGDA). 

From this project, the Bank has provided support to the 

government’s efforts at improving not only road infrastructure 

but also education, health, agriculture, tourism, water, trade and 

environmental sustainability. The infrastructure provision will 

also facilitate integration of the PA to regional markets 

Bank, GoG 

2. Donor Coordination in Transport Sector 

 

Most of the donor partners in the transport sector face similar 

issues that confronted this project. The transport sector working 

group allowed the Bank to share its experiences on this project 

and also learned from best practices on other donor funded 

transport projects. These engagements should continue. 

Bank, Donors in 

transport sector 

 

3 Project management capacity  of GHA Past and recent experiences with road projects in Ghana 

demonstrated the need for a dedicated PCU type of institutional 

setup. A dedicated PCU was therefore established within the 

existing government structure, to ensure smooth project 

implementation and to minimize procurement and disbursement 

delays. The setting up of the PCU which was approved per a 

cabinet memorandum enabled the smooth implementation of the 

project and the a quicker processing of IPCs 

Bank, GoG 

4 Packaging of the project as a program This project brings benefits to all aspects of human development  

following the packaging style – bringing together different 

development sectors under one project to deliver a program. 

Additionally, packaging the ancillary works with the main road 

contract instead of tendering as different contracts ensured that 

all works are delivered at a go within cost, time and quality under 

the responsibility of one main contractor (per each of the two 

lots)  

Bank, GoG, GHA 
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5 Project supervision by the Bank  Supervision was continuous, hands on and more than the 

prescribed “twice in a year”. This allowed continual assessment 

of progress, interaction with stackeholders and timely and 

realistic technical solutions provided of issues that could 

possibly lead to delays or hinder the success of the project. 

Bank 

 
2. Key recommendations (with particular emphasis on ensuring sustainability of project benefits) 

 

Key issue (max 10, add rows as needed) Key recommendation Responsible Deadline 

1. Transport Sector Working group 

 

Maintain the Transport Sector Working group. Regularly 

meet, dialogue and share experiences to improve policies in 

the transport sector 

Bank Continuous 

2. Project Coordinating Unit 

 

The continuous use of the PCU for Bank financed projects 

is recommended. The PCU contributed significantly in 

meeting project implementation targets and achieving 

project objectives. 

GoG, Bank 

 

Continuous 

3. Maintenance and Sustainability 

of road works. 

With the increasing road network, GoG should implement 

institute and maintain measures to continually raise and 

adjust road fund annual revenues so that maintenance 

requirements can be met. Implementing agencies should 

also prioritise road maintenance as a first call on their annual 

budget. 

GoG, GHA, MRH, 

DAs 

Continuous 

4. Maintenance and Sustainability 

of ancillary works. 

 

At the District Assembly level there is the need to ensure 

that they budget to maintain facilities provided and placed 

under their care. Where revenues are collected by agents 

(communities or private sector) adequate monitoring and 

auditing should be  in place to provide funding for the 

needed maintenance of facilities.  

GoG, DAs 

 

Continuous 

5. Institutional Capacity Capacities of MDAs in the transport sector must be 

enhanced. This will lead to improved project 

implementation and achievement of project objectives. 

Continuous training in donor guidelines should be provided. 

This will reduce or eliminate the back and forth submissions 

of reports which require approval. 

GoG, Bank 

 

Continuous 

6. Counterpart Funds Payments of IPCs for Counterpart Funds has been slow and 

often slows down progress if the quantum is significant. 

There is the need to at least ensure that a year’s estimated 

payment is deposited into an escrow account which should 

be replenished annually. This will improve contractor’s 

cashflow and timely completion of projects. 

GoG, Bank Continuous 

7. Supervising Consultant The list of personnel for supervising consultants should 

include head Office Backstoping and these may have to be 

evaluated. This will esure sound technical solutions for 

problems encounted at site. The supervising consultant was 

found inadequate in the area of assessing propose designs 

submitted by the contractor. These were always passed on 

to GHA without any comment. 

GoG, Bank  Continuous 
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V 

 Overall PCR rating 

 

Dimensions and criteria Rating* 

DIMENSION A: RELEVANCE 4.0 

Relevance of project development objective (II.A.1) 4 

Relevance of project design (II.A.2) 4 

DIMENSION B: EFFECTIVENESS 4.0 

Development Objective (DO) (II.B.4) 4 

DIMENSION C: EFFICIENCY 3.66 

Timeliness (II.C.1) 4 

Resource use efficiency (II.C.2) 4 

Cost-benefit analysis (II.C.3) 4 

Implementation Progress (IP) (II.C.4) 2.64 

DIMENSION D: SUSTAINABILITY 3.0 

Financial sustainability (II.D.1) 2 

Institutional sustainability and strengthening of capacities (II.D.2) 3 

Ownership and sustainability of partnerships (II.D.3) 4 

Environmental and social sustainability (II.D.4) 3 

AVERAGE OF THE DIMENSION RATINGS 3.67 

OVERALL PROJECT COMPLETION RATING HS 

 

 VI  Acronyms and abbreviations 

 

Acronym (add rows as needed) Full name 

ADB African Development Bank 

ADF African Development Fund 

APA Advance Procurement Action 

DAs District Assemblies 

DBST  Double Bituminous Surface Treatment 

GHA  Ghana Highway Authority 

GoG Government of Ghana 

GSGDA Ghana Shared Growth Development Agenda 

GPRS II Ghana Poverty Reduction Strategy II 

IPC Interim Payment Certificate 

MDA Ministries, Departments and Agencies 

MRH  Ministry of Roads and Highways 

GPRTU  Ghana Private Road Trasport Union 

PA Project Area 

PAP  Project Affected People 

PCU Project Coordinating Unit 

RSDP Road Sector Development Programme 

TSDP Transport Sector Development Programme 

TSIP Transport Sector Investment Programme 

TSP Transport Sector Programme 

TA Technical Assisstance 

 
Required attachment: Updated Implementation Progress and Results Report (IPR)– the date should be the same as the PCR mission.
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FUFULSO –SAWLA ROAD PROJECT- ANCILLARY WORKS 

The following are the works /services carried out under the above project: 

1.0 Health Facilities 

 The project includes rehabilitation and expansion of the main District Hospital at Damango including the Out-Patient Department, fully 

equipped 40 bed male and 40 bed female medical wards, accident centre including an operating theatre, mortuary including 2 body 

storage refrigerators, autopsy, body holding and embalming rooms, rehabilitation of the X-Ray Centre and provision of 2 new X-Ray 

machines, provision of hospital equipment including an Oxygen Production Unit, an Incinerator for medical waste disposal, anesthesia 

machine, patient monitor, incubator, ECG Machine, hospital beds, sterilizers and other basic medical equipment, 2 ambulances as well 

as construction of covered walkways, parking areas and storm water drains. The project also included construction/rehabilitation of 8 

main Health Centres along the project corridor (including water supply and sanitary facilities, provision of beds, stretchers, wheel chairs, 

maternity equipment, computers, motor cycles, bicycles and basic medical equipment). Also constructed were 11 two-bedroom Senior 

Nurses Quarters and 16 one-bedroom Junior Nurses Quarters including water supply and sanitary facilities, rain water harvesting and 

solar panels for energy supply. 

2.0 Education Facilities 

 The project covered the construction/ rehabilitation of 9 Schools constituting 50 unit classroom blocks including water supply, urinals 

and toilet facilities (particularly for girls), kitchen blocks, basic furniture including desks, chairs, black boards and white boards and 

construction of 8 two-bedroom houses for head teachers and 16 one-bedroom houses for junior teachers including water supply and 

sanitary facilities, rain water harvesting and solar panels for energy supply. 

3.0 Agriculture: 

Construction of Mognori Bridge which links two feeder roads that were rehabilitated by another Bank funded project (Northern Rural 

Growth Programme) to better provide all weather access for transportation of agricultural inputs and produce; rehabilitation of the 2,000 

m2 grain storage barn at Damango with new roofing, side cladding and flooring, new sliding gates with aprons on both sides of the store 

for loading and offloading of produce; and access road to the Agric College in Damango. 

4.0 Water and Sanitation 

 Previously, the communities within the project area relied on unsafe water sources such as ponds, dug-outs, small earth dams and the 

raw White Volta River water for their sustenance. Twenty (20) boreholes with hand pumps were originally included in the contract to 

be drilled in the needy towns/villages in the PA. A total of 41 bore wells were also sunk - 36 bore holes provided with motorized pumps 

and solar panels for power generation and remaining 5 provided with hand pumps because of low yield. As a result of the failure by 

several drill attempts to obtain successful boreholes in the Fufulso area due to the rather very harsh hydrogeological terrain, a surface 

water treatment technology to supply safe water to these small communities was adopted. The water facility draws water from the White 

Volta River and purified through an Integrated Water Purification Plant installed close to the intake. Treated water from the plant is then 

pumped to an overhead tank constructed in the Fufulso town and subsequently distributed to public standpipes within the community. 

Fufulso town and surrounding communities will have sufficient potable water from this scheme with capacity of up to 2,500 m3 

supplying a population of up to 7,000 with the potential for further expansion to include more areas. The residual sludge from the water 

treatment plant is also treated and formed into pallets for use as fertilizer.  

5.0 Trade and Regional Integration: 

 This incorporated the construction of 4 main markets each with 72 sheltered stalls at Fufulso, Busunu, Damango and Sawla including 

water supply and sanitary facilities; construction of 4 main lorry parks approximately 5,000m2 surface area each with separate parking 

areas for heavy, medium and light vehicles located at Fufulso, Damango and Sawla including toll booths and ticketing offices and 

construction of 2 Computerized Weigh in motion Bridge Stations. 
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6.0 Tourism: 

Rehabilitation of a Conservation Museum at Mole National Park including over 6km of access roads, parking areas and 2 motorized 

boreholes with solar panels; 

7.0 Safety, Environmental Protection and Health Sensitization: 

 As well as inclusiveness, the Project gave particular attention to Green Growth through provision of a total number of 86 solar panels 

for electricity supply for nurses and teachers quarters and operation of the 36 motorized boreholes. The project also incorporated use of 

alternative water supply through provision of up to 50 rain water harvesting equipment. In addition to the re-instatement of borrow pits 

and grassing of road embankment slopes, the project also included planting of 20,000 trees spread across the constructed facilities and 

along the road corridor. 

8.0 Soft interventions:  

The soft interventions complemented the construction works on the project. These include i) sensitization campaigns carried out 

throughout the project implementation period covering awareness on HIV/AIDS and STIs, malaria and water related diseases, road 

safety and environmental protection. This was done through community durbars, school visits and student participations through writing 

and design competitions and sponsored walk programs, Radio and TV programs and bill boards posted along the road corridor; ii) 

Monitoring and Evaluation of Project Specific Indicators to measure project outcomes and impact; iii) Detailed Engineering Design of 

sections of the Eastern Corridor Road: approximately 92km of roads linking with a bridge across the Volta river (bridge studies being 

funded by JICA); iv) Feasibility Studies and Detailed Design Studies of Busunu-Daboya Road (53km); v) Urban Transportation 

Planning and Detailed Design Studies for Accra North East roads and community upgrading infrastructure (including Pokuase 

interchange detailed design studies); vi) Project Management Components including construction supervision, technical audit, financial 

audit and vii) Technical Assistance to the Project Coordination Unit (PCU). 

 




